The CPC STANDARD Finished Street Name Sign Designs are a Top Seller and are MUTCD Compliant.

The CPC Standard is a top selling choice for easy ordering plus offers faster shipping than choosing your own options from the comprehensive list of available MUTCD compliant options.

CPC Standard Finished Street Name Sign Checklist

QTY: __6” Tall Sign Blades

- Roadway Type: Local Two-Lane for use on low volume roads with Speed Limits of 25 MPH or less
- CPC STANDARD PRODUCT ID: M1CPC(06XX)FHA(CCCC)
- Flat Blade: (06XX) 6” x variable lengths (36” MAX) .080 Aluminum | No Hole Punch | .75” Corner Radius
- Letter Height: 4” Prefix | 4” Primary | 2” Suffix
- Letter Font: Upper/Lower Case Highway Gothic B
- Sign Border: NONE
- Reflective Sides: Double-Sided
- Reflective Sheeting Type: High Intensity Prismatic
- Color Scheme:
  - White on Green
  - White on Blue
  - White on Brown
  - Black on White
  - White on Black
- Retroreflectivity Management: Would you like to implement an minimum retro-reflectivity assessment method, at no extra charge? (Placement: Bottom Right Hand Corner)
  - Yes ___Manufacturer Date ___Expiration Date
  - No

QTY: __9” Tall Sign Blades

- Roadway Type: Two Lane Roads Over 25 MPH and Multi Lane Roads 0-40 MPH
- CPC STANDARD PRODUCT ID: M1CPC(09XX)FHA(CCCC)
- Flat Blade: (09XX) 9” x variable lengths (42” MAX) .080 Aluminum | No Hole Punch | .75” Corner Radius
- Letter Height: 6” Prefix | 6” Primary | 3” Suffix
- Letter Font: Upper/Lower Case Highway Gothic B
- Sign Border: NONE
- Reflective Sides: Double-Sided
- Reflective Sheeting Type: High Intensity Prismatic
- Color Scheme:
  - White on Green
  - White on Blue
  - White on Brown
  - Black on White
  - White on Black
- Retroreflectivity Management: Would you like to implement an minimum retro-reflectivity assessment method, at no extra charge? (Placement: Bottom Right Hand Corner)
  - Yes ___Manufacturer Date ___Expiration Date
  - No

IMPORTANT NOTE: Please e-mail or fax your list of signs (MUST BE A TYPED LIST), along with the specifications you’ve selected above for a personalized quote. Prefixes/Suffixes MUST use MUTCD Abbreviation, No Punctuation, Special Characters or Block Numbers allowed. No Design Proofs are provided with CPC Standard Finished Street Name Design Orders. Street Name Signs are Priced based on Length.

3M Certified Sign Fabricator

VOICE: 1-800-367-1492 • FAX: 1-800-206-3444
sales@cpcscons.com • www.cpcscons.com